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Principal - Dr. Shraddha Anilkumar 

Incharge: Dr Ritu Tiwari 

Students representative - Prachi Meshram 

This year the students through the suggestion box express their grief without 

hesitation and are confident about its secrecy maintained. This is very important to create 

transparency and tlexibility in feedback from students regarding their interest. Over the 

year students can address their grievance and suggestions by this facility. This is the best 

way to solve their problems. The solutions are given after the discussion with the 

Principal. The tremendous response was given by the students and the solution as action 

taken given by our Principal as well as competent authority. 

Grievance about the requirement of fast foods in the college canteen. 

Action taken: Fast foods are not good for heath so our Principal assured to redress the 

issue with the discussion with the canteen owner. Principal advised us to consume the 

fast foods in a very rare occasion. 

Student requested to make the arrangement of submission of scholarship 

form through offline mode and not online. 

Action taken:- In the Online mode students faced various problems such as the opening 

of site is very difficult due to Internet speed. The Principal stressed the need of hour in 

nowadays to filled up the forms through online. There is very much transparency in the 

online mode of submission. Two extra Volunteers will be provided for help of students. 

Library magazines should be allowed to carry at home for reading. 

Action taken:- The matter will be discussed with the Librarian and possibility to carry at 

home will be checked. 



Outstation Picnic should be allowed. 

Action taken ; College management not allowed for Girls students to go on Pienic 
outstations. Looking to the recent Covid Situation and other spots outstation picnic not 

allowed. One day pienic within city or nearby city is allowed with Covid-Protocal. 

Requirement of Dress Code for Senior College. 

Action taken : Principal Madam appreciate the suggestions of the students and assured 

us to take appropriate decision in this regard. 

Sports tournaments should be conducted in the College. 

Action taken Assurance given by the Principal to discussed the issue before the 

Sports Teachers. But in future definitely we will conduct. 

Other demands of Students 

Mock Examination should be held before Final semester Exam.. 

Students of all the classes should not be compel to attend the prograrmmes. 

Alternate classes should be taken. 

More carrier cancelling programmes should be arranged especially for BA/Bcom 

Final girls. 

Gathering period should be enhanced at least for 3 days. 
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